FEATURES AND BENEFITS
FOR SHAREHOLDERS
Shareholders find all AGM-related documents and media in one place from where
they can also ask questions and vote on resolutions
Ease of Use
WebAGM was designed with the shareholder in mind. All relevant communication
and activities are condensed in one place
and optimised for mobile use.
Asking Questions
Allowing a longer time window to ask
questions enables shareholders to engage
on areas of their concern without time or
live performance pressure.

Geographic & Time Flexibility
Shareholders can easily engage online
regardless of their geographic proximity
to the Corporate and at times
convenient to them.
Voting on Resolutions
Registered shareholders can inform
themselves about details of resolutions and
Board members standing for election and
can then cast a qualified vote.

FOR CORPORATE USERS
WebAGM provides the corporation with an intuitive online management platform
to administer all elements of AGM-related shareholder communication
Modern Interface
WebAGM offers a convenient, central and
mobile-friendly interface for your shareholders to engage online prior, during
and after the AGM. You can manage all
content, availability dates, documents and
media files from any web-enabled work
station.
Secure Data
WebAGM works with a 128-bit data
encryption as standard. Further security
options such as defined IP address ranges
are available on request.

Pre- / During- / Post- AGM
WebAGM comprises the entire
AGM-related functionality on one
platform which can be used before,
during and after the event. WebAGM also
includes event management features for
your in-house team or production agency.
Shareholder Verification
Shareholders are validated for their
holdings by cross-checking ownership
data from your registrar. You can set all
date ranges for the online availability of
shareholder services.

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
WebAGM is an innovative online
platform developed in response to
the increasing desire for Corporate
AGMs to offer not only a physical
meeting experience, but also a
seamlessly-integrated online
experience before, during and after
the Event.
Whether you’re looking to deliver an
exclusively-online AGM or a more
transitional “hybrid” on-site/online
Event, WebAGM is for you.
By widening the opportunities for
shareholders to engage and
participate online, companies can
reduce the size, complexity and scope
of the physical part of the event and
therefore the total production, venue
and staffing cost of the AGM.

If you wish to be part of this exciting
future, please contact us:
www.webagm.com
tellmemore@webagm.com
+44 1296 319703

